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Summary

Keywords: Number/licence plate recognition, neural networks, Markov models, pat-

tern recognition, motor vehicle, image analysis, Viterbi search, segmentation

In this dissertation the problem of recognising vehicle licence plates of which the sym-

bols can not be segmented by standard image processing techniques is addressed. Most

licence plate recognition systems proposed in the literature do not compensate for dis-

torted, obscured and damaged licence plates. We implemented a novel system which

uses a neural network/ hidden Markov model hybrid for licence plate recognition.

We implemented a region growing algorithm, which was shown to work well when used

to extract the licence plate from a vehicle image. Our vertical edges algorithm was not

as successful. We also used the region growing algorithm to separate the symbols in

the licence plate. Where the region growing algorithm failed, possible symbol borders

were identified by calculating local minima of a vertical projection of the region.

A multilayer perceptron neural network was used to estimate symbol probabilities of

all the possible symbols in the region. The licence plate symbols were the inputs of

the neural network, and were scaled to a constant size. We found that 7 x 12 gave

the best character recognition rate. Out of 2117 licence plate symbols we achieved a

symbol recognition rate of 99.53%.

By using the vertical projection of a licence plate image, we were able to ~~parate

the licence plate symbols out of images for which the region growing algorithm failed.

 
 
 



Legal licence plate sequences were used to construct a hidden Markov model contain-

ing all allowed symbol orderings. By adapting the Viterbi algorithm with sequencing

constraints, the most likely licence plate symbol sequences were calculated, along with

a confidence measure.

The confidence measure enabled us to use more than one licence plate and symbol

segmentation technique. Our recognition rate increased dramatically when we com-

bined the different techniques. The results obtained showed that the system developed

worked well, and achieved a licence plate recognition rate of 93.7%.

 
 
 



Samevatting

Sleutelwoorde: Nommerplaatherkenning, neurale netwerke, Markov modelle, pa-

troonherkenning, motorvoertuig, beeldanalise, Viterbi soektog, segmentasie

Die doel van hierdie verhandeling is om outomaties voertuig nommerplate te herken

wat nie deur tradisionele beeldverwerkingsmetodes verwerk kan word nie. Die meeste

nommerplaat herkenningstelsels in die literatuur werk nie vir verwronge, gedeeltelik

bedekte of beskadigde nommerplate nie. Ons het 'n nuwe stelsel geYmplementeer wat

'n neurale netwerk en verskuilde Markov model kombinasie gebruik om nommerplate

te herken.

'n "Beeldomgewing-groei" algoritme is gebruik om die nommerplaat vanuit die voer-

tuig beeld te verkry. 'n "Vertikale-rant" algoritme was nie so suksesvol nie. Ons het

ook die beeldomgewing-groei algoritme gebruik om die simbole van nommerplate te

segmenteer. Waar die beeldomgewing-groei algoritme gefaal het, is moontlike simbool

posisies verkry deur die pieke en dale van die vertikale projeksie te analiseer.

Simbool waarskynlikhede is verkry deur die nommerplaat simbole d.m.v 'n neurale

netwerk te klassifiseer. Die inset van die neurale netwerk is die nommerplaat simbole

wat geskaleer is na 'n konstante grootte. Ons het bepaal dat 7 x 12 die beste karak-

terherkenning result ate gelewer het. Uit 2117 nommerplaat simbole het ons 'n 99.53%

suksessyfer behaal.

 
 
 



Waar die beeldomgewing-groei algoritme gefaal het, kon ons wel daarin slaag om die

simbole van 'n nommerplaat beeld te segmenteer deur gebruik te maak van die projek-

sie van die nommerplaat. 'n Verskuilde Markov model is toe opgestel uit toelaatbare

nommerplaat volgordes en die Viterbi soek algoritme is aangepas om toelaatbare vol-

gordes te soek. Die Viterbi algoritme soek die nommerplaat volgorde met die hoogste

waarskynlikheid en allokeer 'n waarskynlikheidswaarde aan die resultaat.

Die waarskynlikheidswaarde het ons in staat gestel om veelvuldige nommerplaat- en

simbool-metodes te kombineer. Ons herkenningsyfer het baie verbeter toe ons verskil-

lende metodes gekombineer het. Die resultate toon dat die stelsel goed werk met 'n

suksessyfer van 93.7% op volledige nommerplate.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A vehicle's licence plate number is unique and its purpose is to enable quick visual

identification.

The visual identification of vehicle licence plates from photographs by humans is an

error prone, labour intensive and time consuming process. An automated system ought

to perform the recognition in a timely and simple manner.

The shape and specifications of licence plates were chosen by their designers for easy

identification by the human eye. These same specifications should also simplify auto-

matic computer recognition, but computer-based recognition has limitations. Recog-

nition might fail when the licence plates are not strictly within the limitations set by

the specifications. Distorted, obscured and damaged vehicle licence plates are cur-

rently used by the general public, for which any robust vehicle licence plate recognition

system must compensate.

The speech recognition field has developed techniques to recognise distorted and incom-

plete data, particularly when there is a sequence of patterns involved. Hidden Markov

models (HMMs) and Markov Models (MMs) are currently used by such systems. Some

of the techniques developed in speech recognition can be adapted for image processing.

 
 
 



By combining traditional image processing techniques with MMs from speech recog-

nition techniques, a robust vehicle licence plate recognition system can be developed.

This type of system is implemented and investigated in this dissertation.

1.1 Approach and System Overview

Image Acquisition

Video Camera

Feature Extraction
Image segmentation
Symbol identification

Classification

Neural network
Markov model

Post Processing
Scoring

Licence plate
Text output

Figure 1.1 gives an overview of the approach used to find and identify the licence plate.

A normal video camera is used to capture images containing vehicle licence plates.

 
 
 



feature extraction methods (thresholding and segmentation) the digitised images are

prepared for classification. The classification operates only on the part of the image

in which possible licence plate symbols may occur. Classification is performed with

a neural network and a hidden Markov model, which scores possible licence plate

sequences. The text sequence with the highest score is chosen as the output.

In this dissertation, extensive experiments were conducted to optimise the parameters

used for classification, the neural network and the hidden Markov model. The influence

of iterative approaches was also investigated.

1.2 Applications of licence plate recognition sys-

tems

The automatic recognition of vehicle licence plates has many possible applications.

The identification of a specific vehicle can be automated with a digital system. An

automatic vehicle licence plate recogniser, connected to vehicle databases can automate

access control. Tollgates, pay-garages, traffic flow measurement and secure parking

areas may be among the applications.

The tollgates currently in operation in South Africa require vehicles to come to a com-

plete stop. This stoppage increases the travel time and decreases the overall productive

operation of the road. An automated system which can keep track of each vehicle that

passes through a specific point has obvious advantages. By adding the licence plate in-

formation to traffic data measurement, more information can be gathered. An example

of this is to establish whether roads are used by local residents or as a bypass.

Pay-garages can also be fully automated with a vehicle licence plate recognition system.

The dispensing of paper coupons can be taken out of the system, thus saving costs and

reducing the burden on the customer to keep the coupon. Forms of fraud like the usage

 
 
 



of fake or extra coupons can be prevented. For secure areas, a licence plate recognition

system can be integrated with other security systems. In combination with access cards

and face recognition, a licence plate recognition system will provide extra security.

It can be concluded that for any of the above systems to be viably implemented, a high

success recognition rate is needed. The current visibility conditions of licence plates

range from highly visible to obscured or damaged. Therefore a system that is robust

over the whole range must be developed. This is our aim in this work.

1.3 Summary of related work

Commercial vehicle licence plate recognition systems have been available for the last

few years. Since these systems are proprietary, only their operation specifications

are freely available. The URLs of several of these systems are given in Appendix A.

Research on vehicle licence plate recognition is rather limited and therefore we focus

mainly on previous research in optical character recognition (OCR) and general pattern

recognition.

A comparison between published results of different vehicle licence plate recognition

systems is impractical due to several factors. The testing databases of each vehicle

licence plate recognition system differ. The quality of the licence plate image influ-

ences the segmentation and the recognition results. The resolution, colour depth and

lighting conditions differ for each system. These differences make the overall compar-

ison of systems not feasible. However, the techniques used for symbol identification,

recognition and syntax can still be compared and tested on a common database.

 
 
 



1.3.1 Symbol segmentation

The techniques to locate and separate the licence plate symbols from the background

(referred to as "segmentation") were developed and adapted from techniques used to

segment typed symbols in documents. The documents' symbols are dark with a light

background. The background of the document is uniform, unlike the images of vehicles

which have random backgrounds.

Most OCR systems scan grey-scale images, which have to be converted into binary

images [1, 2]. A robust method termed local thresholding, was developed to separate

characters from scene images [3, 4]. Local thresholding was also used in a system

that locate bookracks in a bookrack image [5]. Trier et at. [4] evaluated binarisation

methods and concluded that no single method performs better than the other methods,

on all their images. The local thresholding technique is used to binarise our images

and is further discussed in Section 2.1.

An alternative analysis technique where binarisation is bypassed is called typographic

analysis [3, 6]. Typographic analysis extracts the information in the grey-scale image

by computing typographic labels for each pixel. The computational intensity of typo-

graphic analysis is too high for a practical recognition system using current technology

[3].

In terms of image enhancement, Jiang [7] achieved a higher recognition rate with a

morphological filter which smoothed character boundaries than without the filter. Since

the character boundaries in our system are not as apparent, morphological filtering will

induce segmentation errors. Jiang [7] presented a variable thresholding scheme, which

was implemented as decribed in Section 2.1.

Liu and Srihari [8] developed a texture feature based algorithm to bin arise document

images with poor contrast and/or strong noise in grey-scale histograms. Their algo-

rithm consists of three steps: 1) Candidate thresholds are produced iteratively; 2)

 
 
 



Texture features associated with each candidate threshold are extracted from the run-

length histogram of the accordingly binarised image; 3) The optimal threshold is se-

lected so that the desired document texture features are preserved. The texture fea-

tures include the stroke width, background noise and broken character features. These

features lead Lui and Srihari's binarisation method to work better with a uniform

background than a diverse background.

More robust document processing techniques than for typeset OCR were developed for

handwritten recognition systems [9, 10, 11]. To handle overlapping examples of sym-

bols, over-segmentation techniques were used [10, 12, 13, 14]. The vertical projection

of the symbols are used as a guide to separate possible symbols in [10, 12, 13].

Other applications which need to locate symbols within a noisy environment are char-

acter recognition in bookshelf images [15, 5], document layout analysis [16, 17], general

extraction of characters of scene images [18], finding text in live video [19, 20] and

colour map text extraction [21].

Lu [22] separated broken and touching characters based on the vertical projection of the

characters. Broken and touching characters are responsible for the majority of errors

in automatic reading of machine-printed and handwritten text. A large number of

errors with the licence plate recognition systems occur because of broken and touching

characters [23, 24]. In many cases the broken and touching characters in binary images

were well-formed characters in the original grey-scaled images, but which can not be

separated with a single threshold value. Vertical projection technique is used in Section

3.4.1 to separate licence plate symbols.

1.3.2 Optical character recognition

Mori et at. [25] and Govindan and Shwaraprasad [26] present an historical overview of

the development of character recognition. The goal of developing a reading machine

 
 
 



that has the same reading capabilities of humans still remains unachieved. However,

each new OCR system narrows the gap between human and machine reading.

Rodriguez et al. [27] developed a two-phase classifier to attain a better recognition

rate with multiple fonts used with typewritten digits. The first phase carries out a

multi-font classification and uses a common reference set of patterns for all forms. In

the second phase, the high probability of finding just one font in one single form is

the foundation for making a mono-font classification using a medium distance metric

among classes in the form. The error rate was reduced by two-thirds over using just

the common reference set for recognition. The fonts used for vehicle licence plates are

too similar for multi-font classification.

De Beer and Botha [28] investigated several features for the recognition of handwritten

digits. Five feature spaces were compared, and are listed from performing best to

worst:

Although use of the LCDC features performed best, the performance benefit over the

mesh features are not significant enough to warrant investigation. The mesh function

as implemented in the system is discussed in Section 2.2.

Thinning techniques have also been used to separate symbols and to identify features

for OCR systems [29]. These thinning techniques were used to generate extra training

data as discussed in Chapter 4.

 
 
 



Muller and Herbst [30] showed that the ideas behind the eigenface technique can be

extended to the OCR problem by using multiple image classes, but the recognition rate

still lags behind more conventional techniques and was not investigated for the use of

licence plate recognition.

Handwritten character recognition works with characters from a uniform background

and uses a higher resolution. This may explain the gap in results between a vehicle

licence plate system and some of the successful handwritten recognition systems.

The ANN approach to pattern recognition is a non-algorithmic, black box strategy,

which is trainable [31]. Handwritten digits have been successfully recognised with

artificial neural networks [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 14].

Lim and Chien [37] state that the recognition rate of multiple feature sets used in a

single classifier is lower than multiple feature sets which have been concentrated to

a single high-dimensional feature set. We believe that multiple feature sets for this

licence plate recognition is an area in which more research is possible.

De Beer and Botha [28] used a multilayer perceptron classifier with one hidden layer

to classify handwritten digits. Backpropagation was used for its training. We use the

same training and classifier algorithms.

Martin and Pittman [38] postulate that the topology and capacity of an ANN, as

measured by the number of connections in the net, have surprisingly little effect on

recognition rates. They also suggest that a large and representative training sample

may be the most important factor in achieving high recognition rates. The topology

and training size of the neural network is discussed in Section 4.4.

 
 
 



Weideman et al. [33] found that a neural network performs comparably to the nearest

neighbour classifier while being significantly more cost effective. Cho and Conner's [39]

experiments showed that the performance of the neural network was slightly superior

to that of the k-nearest neighbour classifier in a lumber inspection problem. Because

the nearest neighbour classifier in general does not perform significantly better than

the neural network classifier, we only used a neural network classifier.

Hidden Markov modeling has been successfully used for speech recognition [40, 41] and

has recently been applied to handwritten character recognition. One approach is to

calculate the most probable syntax through a hidden Markov model. Each individual

character is separated before the hidden Markov model method searches for the most

likely sequence [42, 43]. We use legal licence plate sequences as the probable syntax

for a hidden Markov Model.

Li et al. [44] recognised handwritten characters by representing each character by

a sequence of symbolic strokes. The symbolic strokes are used for hidden Markov

model multiple observation training or recognition. Chai and Liu [45] used a similar

technique to identify handwritten characters. The number of symbols out of which a

licence plate consist is much smaller than all the possibilities of handwritten characters,

thus symbolic strokes are too cumbersome for a licence plate recognition system.

Arica and Vural [46] recognise digits with a hidden Markov model and use binarised

normalised images, scanned in several directions as features.

Unconstrained handwritten text where syntax and character separation is needed was

also addressed with hidden Markov models [47, 48, 49, 50, 51].

A neural network was used by Morgan and Bourland [52] to estimate probabilities

which were integrated into a HMM based approach. The neural network translated

 
 
 



an input sequence of acoustic vectors [53] into an output sequence which the HMM

structured into sequences of speech sounds or words. The same use of a neural network

to estimate probabilities is used in our system as described in Section 2.2.4.

A neural network has also been used to estimate probability density functions of hand-

written symbols in hybrid hidden Markov model/ neural network systems[54, 55]. The

neural network estimates the probability density functions of handwritten characters,

which were subsequently used in HMMs. Neural network, hidden Markov model hy-

brids have also been used to classify bank cheques [56, 57]. We apply the same

technique for vehicle licence plates.

1.3.5 Vehicle licence plate recognition

In the past decade, the advances in computer and image technologies made real-time,

licence plate recognition systems a more affordable technology challenge. The following

systems/implementations were reviewed.

The licence plate recognition system developed by Draghici [58] scanned the image

horizontally looking for repeating contrast changes on a scale of 15 pixels and more.

This approach to find the licence plate region uses the assumptions that the contrast

between the characters and the background of the plate is sufficient, that there are at

least 3-4 characters on a plate and that the characters have a minimum vertical size of

15 pixels.

Licence plate segmentation is performed using a differential gradient edge approach.

This approach makes the assumption that the area of interest zone which actually con-

tains the characters is characterised by high spatial gradient of intensity. Furthermore,

it is assumed that the characters are distributed on one or more rows which are more

or less horizontal and the distribution of the characters is more or less uniform.

 
 
 



erage preserving templates for vertical and horizontal edges. The result is binarised,

filtered with a Gaussian filter and binarised again. The above steps are repeated with

different thresholds for the binarisation step, and the average horizontal and verti-

cal histograms are calculated. These histograms are smoothed with one-dimensional

Gaussian filtering.

The estimated limits of the plate are determined by analysing the horizontal and ver-

tical histograms. Character segmentation is performed by finding the number and

location of the horizontal group(s) using binarisation and lateral histogram analysis

for each group. Subsequently, the number and location of the characters which form

the group are found by using lateral histogram analysis.

The proposed Barroso et at. [59,60] number plate reading system searches for character-

like shapes. When three or more such shapes are found in similar horizontal positions,

the system looks in the neighbourhood for other similar shapes. The performance of

the location process was improved with a technique based on the fact that the lines

where the number plate is contained in the image have a clear "signature".

The analysis of the image lines which "cut" the number plate has been conducted

both in the spatial and Fourier domain. The Fourier domain analysis has proved to

be difficult. The maxima and minima of the cross section which have some predefined

characteristics are searched for. Once a horizontal line that crosses the number plate

has been located, that information is used to locate an area in which the licence plate

is contained.

The licence plate area is calculated more accurately by using the vertical and horizontal

projections of a binary version of the previous image. The threshold is dynamically

chosen, based on the value of the grey level maxima and minima. The characters are

segmented by searching for valleys in the vertical projection of the binary image.

Setchell [61] developed a technique based on the fact that the image of a number plate

will contain a significant number of vertical edges. Vertical edges are characterised by

 
 
 



large differences in the grey-level of adjacent pixels and are clearly visible as steps in

the cross-section of the plate. The parts of an image which might possibly represent a

number plate are identified by taking horizontal cross-sections through the image and

searching for character-like specifications.

Possible number plate clusters are identified by the above technique. The top, bottom

and angle of tilt of the possible plate is calculated by sliding a horizontal bar forwards

for several intervals at the top and bottom of the possible licence plate until the number

of edges reaches zero. The plate height and angle of tilt are calculated by fitting a simple

model of a number plate.

Coetzee et at. [62] used the Niblack binarization algorithm to threshold digital grey-

scaled images. A rule-based algorithm detects the position and size of number plates.

The characters are segmented from the threshold plate using blob-colouring, and passed

as 15x15 pixel bitmaps to a neural network OCR system. The 225 inputs are reduced

to 50 features, where six small networks in parallel are used.

Siah et at. [63] used an iterative thresholding operation and blob analysis to calculate

the position of the licence plate symbols according to the procedure defined by [23, 24].

The licence plate symbols are classified with a fuzzy ART MAP (Adaptive Resonance

Theory - mapping) neural network.

Fahmy [64]used adaptive thresholding, followed by a number plate location task to scan

the image looking for the area of the number plate and outputting the co-ordinates.

The co-ordinates are used to identify the location of the characters included in the

licence plate. The characters are scaled to fit a 16x16 pixel image and a line-thinning

algorithm is applied. The 16x16 thinned pixel image is recognised by using neural

network techniques.

Lotufo et at. [65] used an adaptive thresholding algorithm on the entire scene. A

boundary following algorithm was applied to the resulting binary image to locate the

licence plate by searching for closed contours that have an appropriate size and as-

 
 
 



pect. Once the number plate has been found, a second threshold is computed and

applied to the number plate area to properly segment the characters from the rest of

the plate background. After the characters have been detected and have had their

features extracted, a character classification process is performed that is based on the

Firschien and Fischler method [65]: the characters are iteratively divided into classes

and subclasses, with subclasses expressing the variations within a class.

Auty et at. [66] constructed a lookup table that encodes the grey values associated

with roadway shadows. The images were thresholded corresponding to the lookup

table. Neural network techniques were used for both location and deciphering of licence

plate characters. Once located, character recognition and licence plate deciphering was

performed by feature matching algorithms.

Chang and Griswold [67] obtained characters by segmenting images with grey level

histogramming, thresholding, shadowing and enhanced morphological filtering. The

character recognition was build up by hierarchical stacking small multi-layer perceptron

neural networks that work as local classifiers. The generalisation and over-training

problem was reduced.

Howington [68] analysed Percetics Corporation's first licence plate recognition system.

The system first determines if a retrorefiective target is present and if it has the features

of a licence plate. Several tests within a decision tree structure confirm if the plate is

present, locate the plate, and segment the characters within the plate. A structural

analysis approach was implemented which uses a decision tree to analyse geometric

features of each character's contour.

Hwang et at. [69] locate the licence plate by utilizing the variation of grey levels of

each horizontal row or vertical column of a grey scaled licence plate image. These

variations form a waveform with frequency characteristics. The licence plate charac-

ters are located by searching in a vehicle image for specific waveforms. The characters

are recognised by a specific four-layered back-propagation neural network and are nor-

 
 
 



malised into a 14x14 pixel array. The neural network considers the whole shape and

separate detailed parts of the 14x14 array as input features. This separation helps to

overcome the problem of mis-recognising similar characters.

Takatoo et at. [70] extract the licence plate by horizontal differentiation and dilation

techniques. Changing conditions and uneven brightness are compensated for with the

minimum-maximum subtraction method (variable thresholding method).

In this dissertation, robust recognition of vehicle licence plates is investigated. The

dissertation consists of 5 chapters.

In Chapter 1 we introduced the licence plate recognition problem and our approach

to solve the problem. We surveyed the relevant literature in the fields of: symbol

segmentation, optical character recognition, neural networks, hidden Markov models

and vehicle licence plate recognition.

The theory applied in the licence plate recognition system of our study is presented

and discussed in Chapter 2. Neural networks and hidden Markov models are explained

along with the implementation of the Viterbi search procedure.

Chapter 3 describes the licence plate recognition system used in our study in detail.

The complete process from raw images to licence plate sequencing is shown.

Chapter 4 presents experimental results obtained with the system. The optimisation

of all the relevant variables and features is researched in detail.

Chapter 5 concludes the dissertation. The implications of the results are discussed,

and suggestions for future research are given.

 
 
 



1.5 Contributions of this study

• an extensive examination of the feature extraction process and the use of neural

networks for recognition of the individual licence plate characters,

• a novel implementation and evaluation of a neural network hidden Markov model

hybrid for licence plate recognition,

• an adaptation of the Viterbi search procedure specifically for licence plate recog-

nition.

 
 
 



Chapter 2

Theory

The theoretical aspects of the techniques used in the development of the licence plate

recognition system are presented and discussed in this chapter.

2.1 Image segmentation

All the operations and techniques are conducted on grey-scale digitised images. The

digital image is represented with a discrete array f(x, y), 0 < x ::; Xmax, 0 < y ::;

Ymax, 0 ::; f ::; fmax, and x, y, feN. f(x, y) represents the luminance or grey-scale

value of each pixel; x and y represent the horizontal and vertical position of the pixel

respectively. The mapping of the digital image is shown in Figure 2.1.

The goal of thresholding is to reduce a grey-scale image to a binary image. The binary

image properties are determined by the thresholding technique used. Thresholding

techniques offer a simplified approach to the problem of extracting licence plate symbols
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from their background. The licence plate symbols normally occupy a separable grey-

level range in the grey-scale histogram of the complete image. Thresholding can be

defined as a mapping of grey scale onto the binary set {O,I}, i.e.

{
0 if fxy < Txy

Bxy =
1 if fxy ~ Txy

where Bxy is the binary pixel value of the segmented output, fxy is the grey level of a

pixel and Txy is the threshold value.

The quality of the binarisation step is critical for any subsequent analysis. The desired

properties which will simplify the extraction of licence plate symbols out of a binary

 
 
 



Interactive thresholding requires a user to specify pixels belonging to the background

and pixels belonging licence plate symbols. It is not a viable option for any automated

system. Automated thresholding techniques usually only adapt the window size, offset

values and number of labelled pixels.

A global thresholding scheme uses a single threshold to segment the entire input image,

whereas a local method computes a threshold value for each individual pixel or local

group of pixels. Global threshold techniques fail to separate licence plate symbols

from their background if the lighting conditions differ across the licence plate. This is

illustrated in Figure 2.2 (b), where the licence plate symbols can not be successfully

separated with any global threshold value.

With local thresholding [3, 72, 73] the threshold value for each pixel may differ. Each

pixel threshold g(x, y) is calculated separately as follows:

B(x,y) = {
o if f (x, y) < 9 (x, y) + ¢

1 if f(x, y) ;;:::g(x, y) + ¢

x+& y+!!.JL
1 2 2

g(x,y) = N N L L f(i,j).
x Y. N. Nz=x- T z=y-::!f

Nx and Ny are the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the region which influences

the threshold. ¢ represents a constant offset.

 
 
 



Figure 2.2: (a) Example of a vehicle licence plate grey-scaled image, (b) its

binary image calculated with the global threshold, and (c) the

local threshold method

A faster method to calculate a local threshold is achieved by dividing the original image

into sub blocks, with each sub block's threshold calculated individually. The thresh-

old of each pixel is then calculated as a linear interpolation of the four surrounding

threshold values, as shown in Figure 2.3.

Two segmentation errors can occur namely that the threshold value can be too high

which leads to broken characters as shown in Figure 2.4, or multiple characters can be

segmented as a single character when the threshold is too low, as shown in Figure 2.5.

One threshold value can not successfully separate Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 without

inducing segmentation errors. By iteratively changing the threshold value, a possible

threshold value will work for Figure 2.4 and another threshold value for Figure 2.5.

The iterative process is explained in Section 3.3.
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~ Distance used with

linear interpolation

2.1.2 Region-growing

Once the licence plate symbols have been thresholded, they are separated from the uni-

form licence plate background colour. Thus the licence plate symbols can be extracted

from the image by region-growing algorithms, which separate and group the pixels of

dark areas surrounded by light areas.

The region growing algorithm specify the position and size of each dark region. These

regions are also known as blobs. An example of a image which has been separated with

a recursive region-growing algorithm is shown in Figure 2.6. Each separate region or

blob is shown in a different shade of grey. The algorithm used for region growing is

shown in Appendix B.

The region in which the whole licence plate occur is identified with the dark regions'

features. This process is described in Section 3.3. The region growing algorithm is

also used to identify the individual symbols. The process of identifying each symbol is

described in Section 3.4.1.

 
 
 



The classification process needs to convert the symbol images into computer based

alpha-numeric symbols. ANNs are used in the first step of this role.

Artificial neural networks were inspired by research into the human brain [74, 31]. An

ANN acts on data by detecting some kind of underlying structure, and can recognise

spatial, temporal, or other relationships [75] to solve classification, prediction and func-

tion estimation problems. Problems with the following characteristics may be suited

for an ANN solution [31]:
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Figure 2.5: An example of a segmentation error with multiple symbols

segmented as a single symbol

The problem of classifying licence plate symbols exhibits some of the characteristics

mentioned above.

 
 
 



2.2.1 Multilayer preceptron Neural Network

The Multilayer Perceptron neural network (MLP) also known as the multi-layer feed-

forward network, can be used to classify licence plate symbols. The MLP is composed of

a hierarchy of processing units, organised in a series of two or more mutually exclusive

sets of neurons or layers [31]. The first, or input serves as holding site for the values

applied to the network. The last, or output layer is the point at which the final state

of the network is read. Zero or more hidden layers lie between the input and output

layer. Links or weights connect each node in one layer to nodes in the next layer. The

output of a node, scaled by the value of a connecting weight, is fed forward to provide

a portion of the activation for a unit of the next layer. Figure 2.7 illustrates the MLP.

The input layer's role is only to 'hold' the input values, and to distribute these values

to the nodes of the next layer. These input values are passed to the units of the next

layer, which receive a weighed value from each of the input nodes. The sum of the

weighted input values (called the activation of the node) is passed through a transfer

function. Each node distributes its value to all the nodes of the next layer. These

values are again individually weighted. The working of a node is illustrated in Figure

2.8.
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The transfer function (A(s)) shown in Figure 2.8) maps the node inputs to an output

value. Common transfer functions are [31]:

The sigmoid function, as given in Eq. (2.4) is one of the most popular functions used

because of its smooth non-linear qualities and its correspondence to the average firing

frequency of biological neurons [31]:

A(B-) _ 4
z - 1+ e->"Si.

As seen in Figure 2.8 each node input has an associated weight, indicating the strength

of its connection with either an external input or another node output (node of a

previous layer). In Figure 2.8 Wij represents the strength of the connection neuron

from neuron j to neuron i. A large, positive value of Wij indicates a strong input, and

a large negative value is considered inhibitory [31].

 
 
 



In Eq. (2.4) A(Si) is the activation of a node, with Si representing the sum of the

weighted inputs and>. is an adjustable gain parameter that controls the 'steepness' of

the input transition, as shown in Figure 2.9.

-0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 ° 0.1
Weighted inputs

o-g 0.6

Z.•...
00.5

~8°·4

The values of Wij are trained off-line. It is not required for the licence plate recognition

system that the network have on-line learning capabilities. The training algorithm

used must ensure that the neural network (NN) has a high level of accuracy, and must

be fast enough to train the network in a reasonable time.

2.2.2 Training of the Neural Network

The network training time is not a primary consideration because it occurs off-line

and thus has no influence on the speed of the the final system. Only the feed-forward

execution time is of importance, but thus is generally negligible. The back propagation

algorithm with conjugate gradient optimisation was chosen to train the neural network

 
 
 



De Villiers and Barnard [77] concluded that three- and four-layered networks perform

similarly in all performance respects. The number of input and hidden nodes is empir-

ically calculated (see Section 4.4). Each output node of the network represents a single

alpha-numeric symbol of the licence plate.

Over-training of a neural network can occur when the neural network is trained for

too many iterations. In the case of overtraining, the neural network learns to classify

the training examples extremely accurately but it loses its ability to generalise [61, 78].

To counter the over-training effect, a separate training set of data termed a "cross

validation" set is used. After each iteration of training the error that the network

makes with the cross validation set is calculated. When the network begins to over-

train, the error for the validation set will begin to rise. The optimal training point for

the neural network is at the global minimum of the cross validation error set, as shown

in Figure 2.10.

Over-training can be reduced by increasing the size and scope of the data set. The neu-

ral network's ability to specialise is reduced if the data set is large and representative.

The influence of overtraining was tested in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.

2.2.3 Optical character recognition (feature selection)

The input features used by the neural network have a large influence on the performance

of the whole system. The features used to identify the character symbols on our system

must have the following properties:
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No. of training iteratiO~
Optimal training point

Figure 2.10: Error rate compared versus training iterations with the train-

ing and cross validation data sets

By fitting a scaled mesh function on the binary licence plate symbol, a specified number

of features can be selected [23, 24, 38, 32, 36, 35]. The fraction of 'on' (black) pixels in

each block represents the value of each feature. If a block is completely white then the

value of that block will be 0, and the value will be 1 if a block is totally black. If half

the pixels of the block are white the value of that block will be 0.5. In Figure 2.11 an

example of the block division for features is shown. Each block is assigned a specific

value as illustrated in Figure 2.12, where the greyness of a block is proportional to its

value.

Smoothing [7] the input symbols have minimal effect on the mapped mesh function.

The mapping of any figure to a mesh function can also be achieved by normalising

the image to the dimension of the mesh function. Each pixel of the smaller image

represents one of the features. The split-and-merge[69] method for normalising image

 
 
 



Figure 2.12: Symbols in which the feature values of the blocks are repre-

sented by their colour

Suppose the original character size is M x N(3 x 3) pixels, and we want to normalise

it to P x Q(4 x 2) pixels. In the split process, the M x N(3 x 3) array will be copied

by a factor P for the row and factor Q for the column. So the M x N(3 x 3) array

becomes aMP x NQ(12 x 6) array. In the merge process, every M x N(3 x 3) area in

the M P x NQ(12 x 6) array will be averaged to a single cell. So the M P x NQ(12 x 6)

array is normalised to a P x Q(4 x 2) array. An example is shown in Figure 2.14 .
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Figure 2.14: An example of the split-and-merge method for character nor-

malisation for the letter "s".

The split and merge technique was used to generate an input vector for the neural

network.

 
 
 



The postprocessing stage of the system uses the probability estimations to score pos-

sible licence plate sequences.

The neural network outputs an array of values. Each value maps to a single class of

character. The output nodes of the neural network restrict the possible outputs within

the range (0 and 1) as determined by the transfer function. For each output set, each

class of character will have its own single output value. In Figure 2.15 the output

values of a "B" character is shown. The output values which map to "B" and "8"

characters are the highest. Visually the difference between those two characters is less

than between any of the other characters.

The neural network outputs are directly used as symbol probabilities, as supported by

the literature [79]. Thus we estimate probabilities with a neural network.
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Hidden Markov modelling has been used with great success in speech recognition [40,

41]. We seek to apply some of the same concepts to licence plate recognition.

the state of the HMM at time t as qt and the state transition probability distribution

A = {aij} as
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Given the appropriate values of N, M, A, Band 1T, the HMM can be used as a generator

to give an observation sequence,

where each observation Ot is one of the symbols from V and T is the number of

observations in the sequence.

Three basic problems must be solved for HMMs to be useful in the application of a

system:

• How to calculate the probability of the observation sequence, given the observa-

tion sequence 0 and the model (A, B, 1T) ? (Recognition)

• How to choose a corresponding state sequence Q = q1 q2 ... qr which is optimal,

given the observation sequence 0102, .. Or and the model (A, B, 1T) ? (Recogni-

tion)

2.3.2 Hybrid HMM-MLP symbol segmentation and classifi-

cation

The problem of calculating the probability of an observation sequence can also be

viewed as the problem of scoring how a given model matches a given observation

sequence[41, 40].

To exhaustively search for an optimal state sequence is impractical [80]. Fast search

techniques can be orders of magnitude more efficient in processing and memory require-

 
 
 



ments [80]. The Viterbi algorithm [81] is an efficient algorithm for finding an optimal

solution. The Viterbi algorithm is described in Section 2.3.3.

The HMM model parameters (A, B, 7r) were all set to 1 for legal transitions (A), valid

symbols in (B) and initial states. The rest were set to O. Thus (A), (B) and (7r), are

not truly probabilities, but the system will still work because all the "on" values are

set to 1. The data set was not large enough to calculate meaningful values.

In Section 2.2.4 it will be explained that symbol probabilities can be estimated with

an NN. NN and HMM combinations have been used for speech recognition and hand-

writing recognition [55, 56, 53]. In such systems and in ours the NN output values are

used directly as symbol probabilities.

The Viterbi search algorithm is a formal technique for finding the single best state

sequence [80, 81, 43, 45] given an observation sequence and an HMM. The Viterbi

algorithm used with the hidden Markov model can be summarised as follows [81]:

where 7ri represents the initial probability for state i, bi(Ol) represents the probability

of observing 01 in state i, 6i is the best score along a single path, ending in state i, and

N is the number of states in the HMM.

 
 
 



where aij represents the transition probability from state i to state j and <P keeps track

of the optimal state sequence.

qT = arg max[6t(i)Xi]
l<i<N

where Xi denotes the probability that state i is a final state in the hidden Markov

chain and 6* denotes the probability associated with the most likely sequence. The

most likely state sequence is given by q, which ranges from ql for the first state up to

qT for the final state.

We implement an HMM by using left-to-right sequenced frames oflicence plate symbols.

A pseudo probability vector of each licence plate symbol is calculated with a neural

network. These probability vectors form the observations of each state.

All legal licence plate sequences form the states of the HMM. The possible subset of

legal observations (complying with legal licence plate sequences) for each state form

the distinct observation symbols for each state.

The state transition probabilities are set to 1 if it is a legal transition, and 0 if it is not

a legal transition. In Section 3.5, a detailed example is shown.

 
 
 



2.3.4 Constrained Viterbi symbol alignment

The Viterbi algorithm needed to be adapted for over-segmentation of licence plate

symbols. The over-segmentation process will be explained in Section 3.5 (Figure 3.15).

The Viterbi algorithm was constrained by the following rules:

These rules are explained in more detail in Section 3.4.2. An example of over-segmented

licence plate is shown in Section 3.5. The Viterbi algorithm now becomes:

where 'Trirepresents the initial probability for state i, bi(Otw) represents the probability

of observing Otw (image area starting at frame t with a width of w frames) in state i,

6itw is the best score along a single path, ending in state i, at frame t +wand N is the

number of states in the HMM.

<Pt(j) = argmax[6i(t - w', w')aij]
i

'Pt(j) = argmax[6i(t - w', w')aij]
Wi

 
 
 



where aij represents the transition probability from state i to state j and ¢> and cpkeep

track of the optimal state sequence and symbol width sequence respectively.

qT = argmax[c5j(T - w, w)Xj]
j

cp*= argmax[c5j(T - w, w)Xj]
w

where Xj denotes the probability that state j is a final state in the hidden Markov chain,

c5*denotes the probability associated with the most likely sequence and cp*denotes the

last frame width of the sequence. The most likely state sequence is given by q, which

ranges from ql for the first state up to qT for the final state.

 
 
 



Chapter 3

Vehicle licence plate recognition

system

The vehicle licence plate recognition system consists of the following main modules,

which will be described in detail in this chapter.

Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the system. The optimal solution of image segmenta-

tion licence plate location and symbol-segmentation may differ from one image to the

next, which lends itself to an iterative approach.

 
 
 



Vehicle licence plate recognition system
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3.1 Image capture

A standard portable video and a security camera was used to collect grey-scaled images.

The minimum input resolution is 512 x 480 pixels, and the maximum resolution is

 
 
 



The angle between the camera and the licence plate affects the licence plate location

and the character recognition rate. For the best results, the angle between the licence

plate and the camera need to be as close to 900 as possible.

3.2 Image segmentation

The threshold process is applied iteratively and includes the whole spectrum of usable

threshold values. For each threshold value used, the system returns an overall recogni-

tion score. Thus a spectrum of theshold values can be tried. The licence plate returned

with the highest score is then retained, thus using the optimal threshold value.

The iterative process eliminates the need to find the optimal threshold. The Niblack

Binarisation algorithm threshold value used by Coetzee et al.[62] will fall within the

range of threshold values chosen. In Figure 3.2, images with a spectrum of threshold

values are shown.

3.3 Licence plate location

After the region growing algorithm, each region's features were used to extract the

position of the licence plate symbols. The regions (blobs) are areas of touching pixels

which have the same value.

The features used in locating the licence plate in the binary image were the position,

dimensions and size of the blobs. This process is illustrated in Figure 3.3.
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• at least three other regions must be of similar height and of a similar vertical

value.

A new algorithm based on the fact that a licence plate contains a significant number of

vertical edges [61], was also tested. Vertical edges are characterised by large differences

in grey-level of adjacent pixels.
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• for each pixel in the current cross-section, if the difference in grey-level between

the pixel and its neighborhood is greater than some threshold T, the pixel is

marked as a vertical edge,

• cluster all vertical edge points into groups so that the horizontal distance between

vertical edge points in the same point is less than the width of the largest character

expected,

An example of a number of clusters is shown in Figure 3.4, with the possible licence

plate locations indicated with lines.

Executing this algorithm yields a number of clusters, where each cluster represents left

and right extrema of a possible licence plate. The bottom and top and angle of the

licence plate are found as follows:

• take the horizontal line between the left and right extremes of the possible licence

plate and divide it into a number of intervals,

 
 
 



• for each interval find the estimate for the position of the top and bottom of the

plate as follows:

place a horizontal bar over the current interval of the horizontal line and

count how many vertical edges there are in the image through the bar,

slide the bar upwards, one pixel at a time and count the number of edges at

each point,

In Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 the possible licence plate locations are shown with black

lines, while the top and bottom edges of the licence plates are shown with grey lines.

The grey lines indicate where the licence plate symbols end. Only at a real licence

plate will these end points form two lines as shown in Figure 3.6.

 
 
 



• the vertical height of the symbol (distance between top and bottom border) is

within certain limits.

The left and right borders detected by the above method will normally be too wide.

The edge between the licence plate and the rest of the car normally forms the left and

right border as seen in Figure 3.6. This algoritm thus produces the region where licence

plate symbols are.

 
 
 



Vehicle licence plate recognition system

If the licence plate location algorithms are used on an image which does not contain a

vehicle licence plate, both algorithms will exit because it will not find a region which

comply to all the rules.

3.4 Symbol segmentation

After the licence plate region has been identified, each symbol has to be separated from

its surrounding symbols.

Region growing separation of symbols

For good quality images, the separation can be achieved by only using a region growing

algorithm [23, 63]. Each region is identified as a unique symbol. Two kinds of errors

frequently occur: More than one symbol is grouped as one or one symbol is split into

more than one region. These errors occur when the licence plate is dark or too brightly

illuminated. By adapting the threshold offset [63], dark and lightly lit licence plates

symbols can be separated.

As shown Figure 3.7, a single threshold offset was not able to fully separate each

licence plate into its symbols. The unique regions/blobs were given different colours

for illustrative purposes only. By iteratively cycling through a number of threshold

offset values, all of the symbols were separated.
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(Threshold ofset: 3)

Segmented Image

(Threshold ofset: -10 and 15)

Figure 3.7: Dark and brightly lit licence plates which have been separated

with different threshold offsets

plate. The first(rough) approach needed only to identify the licence plate region. Due

to the possibility that some of the symbols were not separated from the background

extra horizontal and vertical space is allocated for.

The second stage finds the exact borders of the licence plate symbols. The smaller

image identified by the first stage is used in the second stage to identify the exact

position of the licence plate symbols. A comparison between a two and a single stage

recognition system will be discussed in Section 4.2.

Vertical projection separation of symbols

Some of the new licence plate (Mpumalanga, North West, Eastern Cape and Northern

Cape Provinces) symbols can not be separated only with region growing and variable

threshold offsets, as the licence plate contain dark background figures which will result

in multiple symbols segmented as single entities. Physical objects clinging to the plate

or damage can also result in multiple symbols segmented as single entities. Examples

of licence plates symbols which can not be separated are shown in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Example of licence plate images which can not be separated

with binarisation

All of the symbol overflow in Figure 3.8 occur in the horizontal spaces between the

symbols. Overflow between licence plate symbols and regions above and below the

licence plate is rare, and can mostly be solved with variable threshold offsets.

Thinning algorithms such as morphological erosion [29, 82, 83] can separate symbols

joined by overflow, but thin symbols have the problem of being falsely separated. False

separation with a thinning algorithm is shown in Figure 3.9. The 05 symbols were

correctly separated by the erosion function, but the M symbol was split incorrectly

into two separate symbols.

 
 
 



The horizontal overflow between the symbols can not be solved with variable threshold

offsets. The overflow structure is usually only a few pixels high, fewer than the height

of the symbols. If the overflow height is small, the symbols can be separated by using

the vertical projection of the licence plate. Figure 3.10 displays the vertical projection

of the licence plate images of Figure 3.8.

The licence plate symbols can be separated from each other using the vertical projection

as follows:

• each symbol lies between a positive and a negative derative of the vertical pro-

jection,

Noise on the licence plate symbols can lead to false symbol borders. The noise is

inherent in the picture or is generated from the binarisation step. By using a simple

digital low-pass filter the noise in the vertical projection is reduced. The following

 
 
 



In Figure 3.11 an example of symbol separation applying the above rules on the vertical

projection is shown. The white vertical lines show the start position of a symbol and

the black vertical line show the end position of a symbol.

With or without the filter it may not always be possible to separate all the sym-

bols without splitting some of the symbols. Extremely thin symbols can be implicitly

removed as noise. Some licence plate symbols can never be separated because the

overflowing/merged structures are thicker than one or more of the other characters. In

Figure 3.8 the BLW123M P licence plate is such an example. The M and W symbols

will always split be into two symbols each before the 1 and 2 symbols are separated.

 
 
 



Figure 3.11: An example used for symbol separation with vertical projec-

tion

By over-segmenting [84] [14], and combining, licence plate symbols as seen in Figure

3.8 can be successfully segmented. For the majority of the over-segmentation cases it

can be assumed that a symbol is split into one or two segments. These segments are

called frames in Section 3.5. Extremely thin frames are removed and assumed to have

originated from noise.

It is assumed that each symbol is directly followed by the next symbol. The province

logo of Gauteng licence plates is removed by only selecting the symbols with a vertical

projection above a threshold with the vertical projection. An example of a Gauteng

licence plate is shown in Figure 3.12.

Over-segmented images are used with the constrained Viterbi symbol alignment algo-

rithm described in Section 2.3.4 to search for the most probable licence plate symbol

sequence. This technique is discussed further in Section 3.5.
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3.5 HMM-MLP symbol segmentation and classifi-

To explain the HMM-MLP segmentation and classification algorithm, a step by step

evaluation of two examples is given.

The first example evaluates the Viterbi algorithm with a simplified HMM. The HMM

used can only deal with old Transvaal, Gauteng, North West and Mpumalanga licence

plates. All the legal transition values are 1 (aij), with the rest set to O. The legal

transitions are shown in Figure 3.13.

In Figure 3.13 the legal observations are a, TJ, T, N, W, G, P, M. These symbols repre-

sent the following licence plate symbols:
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Figure 3.13: The hidden Markov model used by the Viterbi algorithm of

Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15.

All the transition probabilities are equal to 0 or 1. Only valid transitions have a value

of 1, thus ensuring that only a legal sequence is followed. A possible optimisation of

the HMM is to include a new class similar to a but without the vowels. The advantage

gained by the recognition, may be negated by the increased complexity of the HMM.

The first frame symbol (B), probability output vector as calculated by the NN is shown

in the top part of Figure 3.14. Next to the probability output vector the observations

maximums of that (B) symbol is shown. In Figure 3.13 only two legal observations

exist for the first symbol, the a and TJ observations.
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are shown. Each symbol represents a state as shown in Figure 3.13. The first 6 symbols'

legal observations are only a or 'T/. The (N) symbol is the seventh symbol and thus

its state may be: T, N, G or M. The last symbol (W) only observations are W

or P. The values of the observations are calculated by the NN. Each symbol which

represents a state was passed to the NN, and out of the NN output values (also known

as the probability vector) each possible observation maximum was calculated. The

path which leads to the maximum value is shown in the bottom of Figure 3.14. For

 
 
 



the licence plate image of Figure 3.14, BGT324NW is the most likely legal sequence.

The most likely sequence is calculated with the Viterbi search algorithm, described in

Section 2.3.3.

To illustrate the over-segmentation technique, another example is shown in Figure 3.15.

Two possible legal sequences are shown. The first sequence (BG N868M P) has a score

of 0.0535, compared to the second sequence (BNG587GP) with a score of 0.0000174.

The number of possible sequences is much larger with over-segmentation. The NN uses

features from one and two frames as seen in Figure 3.12. The sequence of the states

must still be linear, thus no overlapping or exclusion of frames.

The Viterbi search algorithm can produce false results if the over-segmented or under-

segmented frames have high output symbol probabilities (amax = 0.46 and TJmax =
0.63). In the example in Figure 3.15 the 86 and the first half of the M symbols have

high output symbol probabilities. If the second part of the M symbol output symbol

probability was higher, a false sequence could have been the most probable and the

system will fail to correctly recognise the licence plate.

The ability of the Viterbi search algorithm to assign a score to a specific sequence, en-

ables the system developer to change any parameter or symbol segmentation technique,

and then compare the result with the previous highest score.

In conclusion, multiple methods with multiple small optimisations to recognise a licence

plate are possible. These methods do not achieve the success with all possible licence

plate images. By giving a score for each method the best result can be obtained by

using multiple recognition methods.
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Figure 3.15: Hidden Markov model neural network hybrid examples for

over-segmentation

 
 
 



Chapter 4

Experiments

4.1 Experimental procedure

The experiments were performed off-line on the images captured with standard com-

mercial video and security cameras. The video camera stored the images to tape, which

was digitised using a Matrox Meteor card. The data set includes slow moving and sta-

tionary vehicles. The digitised images were processed on a Intel-based PC running

Linux.

The range of lighting conditions varied between sunshine, over-cast to light rain. Spe-

cial attention was given to finding examples of damaged, darkened, lightly lit or dirty

licence plates. 1

Colour and high definition images were converted to 8 bit grey-scaled images. The

resolution ranged between 512 x 480 pixels to 768 x 576 pixels. The size of the licence

plate symbols differed from a maximum of from 35 x 48 pixels to a minimum of 6 x 31

pixels.

IThe images are available at: http://eerc.up.ac.za/ renier/M
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All experiments were performed on a test data set of 318 images. These images were

not used for any neural network training.

4.2 Optimisation of licence plate segmentation

The goal of the following experiments was to optimise all the variables for the location

of the licence plate.

The location of the licence plate entailed a two-step-approach. First a rough area in

which the licence plate could be, was obtained (licence plate segmentation). The two

schemes discussed in Section 3.3 were tested. The second step identified the precise

location of the licence plate (symbols segmentation).

For the first step many variables, as subsequently described, were empirically tested,

to find the best value. Although dependencies may exist, the optimisation problem

will become too large if all possible solutions were tested for.

All the system parameters are kept constant, except the variable being tested. In

Figure 4.1 to Figure 4.4 the results of the experiments are shown. Each variable seems

 
 
 



to have a minimum error area. These minima were used for the rest of the experiments.

The experiments were performed on the test data set of 318 images.

20 25 30 35
Local threshold block size

As seen in Figure 4.2, the number of segmentation errors for a zero offset is much higher

than the rest. With a zero offset a high level of noise is introduced, which increases

the segmentation errors.

An iterative approach which used all the different threshold offset values and by using

the score generated by the Viterbi search algorithm, achieved a much higher success

rate than any specific offset value (see Table 4.1). For each threshold offset value, a

possible licence plate sequence and score was generated. The sequence with the best

score was kept.

The following segmentation optimisation variables were not obtained through experi-

mentation, but chosen explicitly:

 
 
 



Chapter 4

-5
Offset value

Threshold offset Segmentation

Errors

-8 (Best threshold offset) 57

Combination all threshold offsets 22
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Size of horizontal extra space

Figure 4.3: Optimisation of horizontal extra space for un-segmented sym-

bols

Parameter Value

Local theshold block size 16 pixels

Local theshold offset value -8

Horizontal extra space for un-segmented symbols 50 pixels

Verical extra space for un-segmented symbols 40 pixels

The physical properties of the licence plate images constrained the variables mentioned

above. Obtaining optimal values experimentally would be meaningless, because the aim
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Figure 4.4: Optimisation of horizontal extra space for un-segmeneted sym-

bols

was to recognise all the licence plates in the test set. The optimal values obtained with

the experiments are shown in Table 4.2.

We found that by using a two stage segmentation, a performance drop of 3.77 % in

locating the licence plate occurred, but the second stage induced a 33 % decrease in

computation time.

The new algorithm based on vertical edges (Section 3.3) was implemented without the

optimisation of the variables associated with it. Out of the 318 images, 120 segmen-

tation errors occurred compared to the 22 segmentation errors with the normal search

procedure. By combining the two search algorithms the number of segmentation errors

 
 
 



were reduced to 19. The comparison between licence plate segmentation techniques is

shown in Table 4.3.

Licence plate Percentage

Segmentation segmentation

Technique errors

Region growing 6.91 %

Vertical edges 37.8 %

Combination of both techniques 5.97%

4.3 Symbol segmentation

The goal of this experiment was to compare the success rate of different symbol segmen-

tation techniques. All the techniques used the same symbol segmentation and neural

network parameters. The following techniques were compared:

• Threshold on the vertical projection with double frame Viterbi,

• Symbols lies between two major valleys of the projection with filtered data and

double frame Viterbi.

• Symbols lies between two major valleys of the projection and with single frame

Viterbi

 
 
 



• Symbols lies between two major valleys of the projection and with filtered data

and single frame Viterbi

Segmentation Percentage Average

Technique Recognised Score

Simple segmentation 82.70 % 0.323

Vertical projection with single frame Viterbi 70.56 % 0.241

Vertical projection with filtered

data and single frame Viterbi 71.01 % 0.169

Vertical projection with double frame Viterbi 74.21 % 0.273

Symbols between valleys with filtered

data and double frame Viterbi 28.80 % 0.137

Symbols between valleys and single frame Viterbi 0% 0.0

Symbols between valleys with filtered

data and single frame Viterbi 1.26 % 0.0

The "Vertical projection" and "Symbols between valleys" algorithms are discussed in

Appendix C and Appendix D respectively.

From Table 4.4 the "Symbol between valleys technique with single frame Viterbi" fails

completely, for example symbols such as "X" and "H" are split into two symbols. By

using double frame Viterbi, where one or two frames constitute a symbol, the "Symbol

between valleys technique" achieves a reasonable result.

The best results were achieved with simple segmentation. The extra complexity of the

other methods do more harm than good, it fails more than it improves. Filtering the

vertical projection data only slightly improves the result.

 
 
 



Each recognition technique score the probability of success. These scores are given in

the third column of Table 4.4. By using the scores, all the different techniques can be

used and the highest score answer as the final result. Table 4.5 illustrates the results

if a combination of the symbol segmentation techniques are used.

Segmentation Percentage Average

Technique Recognised Score

Simple segmentation 82.70 % 0.323

Combination of all techniques 83.65 % 0.375

Combination of all techniques

except the double Viterbi techniques 86.48 % 0.353

By combining the symbol segmentation techniques, the average score and the recogni-

tion rate improves. The techniques which use double frame Viterbi unfortunately fail

to recognise some licence plates while still giving its attempt a high score. Thus the

highest recognition is achieved by a combination of techniques excluding the double

Viterbi methods. The highest average score thus do not map to the highest recognition

rate. More detail of the recognition rate and scores can be seen in Appendix E.

4.4 MLP optical character recognition

4.4.1 Neural Network training and optimisation

To find the global minimum for all the possible NN variables would have been too

cumbersome and time consuming. Only local minima for each variable was sought.

The final system was implemented with variable values attained by each experiment.

This may not represent the global minimum.
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Figure 4.5: Network error for the training and cross validation set against

number of iterations

The scaled mesh function size was empirically obtained, by selecting the dimensions

with the smallest error with the cross validation set. The dimensions size of 7 x 12 gave

the lowest network error. The details of the experiments to obtain the dimensions can

be found in Appendix F.

The optimal number of hidden neurons was 25, empirically obtained for the smallest

cross-validation error. The optimal number of hidden neurons is shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.6: Network error for the cross validation set against the size of

the training data set

number of hidden neurons is very small. For large numbers the error is only slightly

higher than the optimal. De Beer and Botha [28] used 25 hidden neurons.
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Chapter 5

Summary and conclusion

This dissertation presented a study of robust recognition of vehicle license plates util-

ising hidden Markov models. A system was developed which requires a digital image

as input, to produce a licence plate symbol sequence. The system consists of an image

capture, image segmentation, licence plate location, symbol segmentation and HMM-

MLP symbol segmentation and classification components. In the development of the

system, a novel implementation of the Viterbi algorithm constrained for our purposes

was implemented. The Viterbi algorithm scored the recognition attempt. This enabled

us to use multiple threshold values and using the answer with the highest score. We

were also able to combine different licence and symbol segmentation techniques.

5.1 Summary of results

In Experiment 1 we optimised the variables used in the licence plate segmentation

process. In Experiment 2 we evaluated the effect of a second stage in the licence

plate segmentation process. In Experiment 3 we compared the symbol segmentation

techniques. In Experiment 4 to Experiment 7 we optimised the neural network.

 
 
 



Summary and Conclusion

Because we could score any attempt to recognise a licence plate, we were able to use

multiple threshold values for the licence plate and symbol segmentation process. As

seen with Experiment 1 and 2, the number of segmentation errors was dramatically

reduced by combining different techniques and using the best score.

The best symbol segmentation was achieved with simple segmentation, as seen in

Experiment 2 (Table 4.4). The double frame Viterbi techniques gave false high scores

to symbols which were split. This lowered their recognition rate and explained why

the best results were achieved without the double frame Viterbi techniques (see Table

4.5).

The optimal neural network input mesh size was experimentally obtained as 7 x 12.

The overall licence plate recognition results were more dependent on the segmentation

of the symbols than the neural network outputs. With the dimensions (7 x 12), a

99.53% recognition rate was achieved (recognising symbols which have already been

separated from the vehicle image).

In conclusion the optimal result achieved (the correct recognition of the licence plate

sequence) was 93.7%. This was achieved with a test set of 318 images, i.e. 298 licence

plates sequences were recognised correctly. The parameters used to obtain the optimal

results and error analysis are shown in Appendix G, Table G.1 to Table G.6.

5.2 Limitations and more avenues to explore

The current system's execution time is too long for a real-world application. This can

be solved by optimising the code and compromising recognition for speed by removing

some of the subsystems.

The "vertical edge" licence plate segmentation technique developed by Scetchell[61]

was not optimized. His symbol segmentation technique was not explored.

 
 
 



The influence and effect of using multiple fonts for the neural network and the use of

multiple feature sets as inputs for the neural network can also be investigated in future

work.

In the Markov model, only one value was used for an allowed transition. If more data

is available, the transition values can be optimised according to the statistics of licence

plate sequences.

Finally, in calculating the final score, post processing of the value received may enhance

the result.

 
 
 



Appendix A

Commercial vehicle license plate

systems

CARINA - Software Product for Automatic Number Plate Recognition - Budapest

http://www.arhungary.hu

VECoN: Vehicle and Container Number Plate Recognition System - Hong Kong

http://www.asiavision.com.hk/

Vehicle License Plate Recognition System - IMPS (TM) - optasia Systems Pty Ltd

http://www.singaporegateway.com/optasia/imps.htm

Computer system for car license plate recognition - Rossi-MegaCar - Savvinskaya nab.

- Moscow

http://www.rossi.ru/mega/MEGA_E.HTM #Rossi_M egaCar

Automated Car Number Plate Recognition - FALCON - Livingston - EH54 6NG

http://www.ednet.co.uk/euroquest/falcon.htm
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License Plate Reader - Perceptics Corporation - Tennessee - USA

http://www. pereepties. eom/

RACAL'S LICENCE PLATE RECOGNITION SYSTEM - United Kingdom

http://home.raeal.eom/news /news39. htm

LICENSE PLATE CAPTURE SYSTEMS BY PEARPOINT - Engineered for High-

Tech ITS Applications - USA

http://www. pearpoint. eom/traffie-teeh.html

Zamir Recognition Systems Ltd. - Manachat Technology - Park Building 1- Jerusalem

- Israel

http://www.zamir.eo.il/

CarFlow - MegaPixel Ltd. - Moscow - Russia

http://www.photoeop.eom/produets.htm#M egaPixel

Jet ANPR Car Number Plate Recognition - Maple House - High Street - Potters Bar

- United Kingdom

http://www.eitysyne.co.uk/pagedej.htm

AutoVu Technologies Inc. - Montreal - Quebec - Canada

http://www. autovu. eom/index2.html
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Appendix B

Recursive region growing algorithm

• Repeat for all pixels

- If pixel is a foreground pixel

* Create a new node in the linked-list

* Call the recursive function

• Change pixel value to intermediate value

• If the pixel to the left is a foreground pixel call the Recursive function

• If the pixel to the right is a foreground pixel call the Recursive function

• If the pixel to the top is a foreground pixel call the Recursive function

• If the pixel to the bottom is a foreground pixel call the Recursive function

 
 
 



The linked-list consists of nodes. Each node contains the vertical and horizontal posi-

tion of all the pixels of one foreground object.

 
 
 



Appendix C

Threshold on the vertical

projection algorithm

The algorithm used for the segmentation of symbols by thresholding the vertical pro-

jection follows:

Repeat for all the pixels of the vertical threshold:

Start from the left:

• If the vertical projection changes from zero to a positive value, mark the start

position of a symbol,

• If the vertical projection changes from a positive value to zero, mark the end

position of a symbol.

 
 
 



• Remove symbol positions if the average vertical projection value is below a set

threshold, (d) and (e) in Figure C.1

• Remove symbol positions if the horizontal width of the symbol is below a set

threshold (d) and (e) in Figure C.1.

 
 
 



Remove values below a
set vertical threshold

Start position of a symbol

End position of a symbol

Remove symbol position
(Average vertical position below
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horizontal width below a
set threshold)

 
 
 



Appendix D

Valleys below a threshold algorithm

This algorithm segments the licence plate by looking for valleys between the vertical

projection of the symbols: In order to prevent splitting of symbols, vertical projected

values above a certain threshold are set to the maximum projection value.

• Set all the values above a set vertical threshold to the maximum value, (c) in

Figure D.l.

Repeat for all the pixels of the vertical projection:

Start from the left:

• If the vertical projection is at a valley, set the end position of a symbol and the

start of the next symbol, (d) in Figure D.l (At the projection value where the

previous value is lower than the current value).

 
 
 



• Shrink each symbol horizontal position, to include only the symbol information,

and not the zero values (e) in Figure D.1.
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Appendix E

Detail results of symbol

segmentation experiment

In this appendix, more detail of experiment 3 is shown. In Figure E.1. The different

scores for recognised and failed to recognise licence plates are shown. The techniques

used were:

 
 
 



Appendix E Experiment 3
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By combining the different symbol segmentation techniques, a higher recognition rate

was achieved. The highest recognition rate was achieved when the double Viterbi

 
 
 



The results of symbol segmentation combination experiment are shown in Figure E.2.

The different methods are:
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Appendix F

Optimisation of neural network

input dimensions

Four different initialisation weights were used in Figure F.1. The paths of the network

error in Figure F.1, differs only by a small value. The minimum error falls between

1.1 and 1.4. The trend of the network errors are nearly the same. The influence of

initialisation weights is not significant enough to optimise their values.

The experiment was performed with a training set of 12015 images and a cross-

validation set of 720 images. Each experiment was repeated three times, each time

with different initialisation weights. The best result is shown. The results do not show

any consistent trend, with neighbours differing vastly in values. Neither odd nor even

values perform better than the other. Even 7 x 8 and 8 x 7 results are similar where it

 
 
 



Scaled mesh Validation Scaled mesh Validation

Dimensions Error Dimensions Error

5x7 0.0027 7 x 12 0.0016

5x8 0.0017 7 x 13 0.0033

5x9 0.0025 7 x 14 0.0018

5 x 10 0.0025 7 x 15 0.0019

5 x 11 0.0027 8x7 0.0029

5 x 12 0.0020 8x8 0.0023

5 x 13 0.0019 8 x 9 0.0021

5 x 14 0.0026 8 x 10 0.0021

5 x 15 0.0018 8 x 11 0.0017

6x7 0.0021 8 x 12 0.0017

6x8 0.0022 8 x 13 0.0023

6x9 0.0021 8 x 14 0.0022

6 x 10 0.0020 8 x 15 0.0018

6 x 11 0.0025 9x7 0.0025

6 x 12 0.0018 9x8 0.0021

6 x 13 0.0025 9x9 0.0024

6 x 14 0.0018 9 x 10 0.0022

6 x 15 0.0023 9 x 11 0.0017

7x7 0.0029 9 x 12 0.0025

7x8 0.0023 9 x 13 0.0027

7x9 0.0018 9 x 14 0.0029

7 x 10 0.0018 9 x 15 0.0021

7 x 11 0.0018

Table F.!: The effect of the dimensions of the mesh function used for feature

extraction on the cross validation error
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Figure F.l: Network error for cross validation set with different initialisa-

tion weights

would have been expected that 7 x 8 performs better. The best and the worst scores,

7 x 12 and 7 x 13 are right next to each other. The lack of a consistent trend can

be a result of the small size of training and cross validation set, or be implicit in the

problem.

The following figures, (Figure F.2 to Figure F.6), further searches for a trend in by

looking at the effect of the input dimensions size, ratio and combination. No trend is

visible in any of the figures.

For the best five mesh sizes, the experiment was repeated with 102123 images, and the

results are shown in table F.2.

The results in Table F.1 and Table F.2 indicate that the number of training and cross

validation images are to small to determine the optimal size for the mesh function.
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With the dimensions (7 x 12), a 99.53% recognition rate was achieved on the test

data set of 2117 licence plate symbols (recognising symbols already separated from the

vehicle image).
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6.5 7 75
Horizontal input size

Scaled mesh Validation Old Validation

Dimensions Error Error

7 x 12 0.0011 0.0016

9 x 11 0.0018 0.0017

5 x 8 0.0013 0.0017

8 x 11 0.0012 0.0017

8 x 12 0.0014 0.0017

 
 
 



Appendix G

Parameters used to obtain the

optimal result

With these parameters the licence plate recognition rate was 93.7%. Out of 318 test

vehicle images, 298 were recognised correctly. Of the remaining 20 vehicle images, 13

(65%) were segmentation errors while 7 (35%) were character recognition errors.

All the transition probabilities of the Markov model were set to 1, as the limited size

of the data set prevented any realistic optimisation of the transition probabilities.

Parameter Value

Local threshold block size 16 pixels

Local threshold offset value -16 to 9

 
 
 



Parameter Value

Minimum distance between symbols 5 pixels

Maximum distance between symbols 100 pixels

Minimum number of pixels for a symbol 200 pixels

Maximum number of pixels for a symbol 900 pixels

Maximum vertical size of a symbol 150 pixels

Minimum symbol vertical to horizontal ratio 1.2

Minumum number of symbols in a line 2

Table G.2: The best region growing parameters for licence plate segmenta-

tion

Parameter Value

Vertical distance between lines 25 pixels

Threshold between horizontal pixels 0.2

Maximum horizontal size for threshold 4 pixels

Maximum size between vertical edges 35 pixels

Minimum edges in a row 30 edges

Minimum size of horizontal row 60 pixels

Interval size 5 pixels

Maximum size of a symbol 60 pixels

Table G.3: The best vertical edges parameters for licence plate segmenta-

tion

Parameter Value

Symbol segmentation offset value -5 to 4

Vertical projection threshold 0.04 to 0.1

Minimum vertical average 25 % of symbol height

Minimum horizontal size of symbol 5 % of licence plate width

 
 
 



Parameter Value

Mesh size 7 x 12

Number of hidden neurons 25

Network layers 3

Parameter Value

Simple segmentation with single frame Viterbi Used

Threshold on the vertical projection with

single frame Viterbi Used

Threshold on the vertical projection with

filtered data and single frame Viterbi Used

Threshold on the vertical projection with

double frame Viterbi Not Used

Symbols lie between two major valleys of the projection

with filtered data and double frame Viterbi Not Used

Symbols lie between two major valleys of the projection

and with single frame Viterbi Not Used

Symbols lie between two major valleys of the projection

and with filtered data and single frame Viterbi Not Used
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